
How to create LinkedIn profile for IT Computer Support 
 
 
Create a LinkedIn profile for IT computer support, first thing let’s some important things.  

 Your name 
 Choose your profile picture wisely 
 A summary of your field  
 Consider about your connections on LinkedIn 
 Your URL customization 
 Your headline  

 
If you are not active on LinkedIn it can be tough to know where to start in your pains to turn 
your basic profile into an opportunity magnet. This guide will walk you through the key 
elements of an effective LinkedIn profile and best practices for getting noticed. Future posts will 
cover more advanced techniques. 
 
When it comes to name, it is best to keep it basic and simple. More importantly, it will be easier 
for potential employers to find your profile. 
Do not try including things like Killer James bond or something that unprofessional like you 
would do in your Facebook page. As far as your name goes and stick to the basics, first and last 
name. 
 
Your photo is a graphic image of who you are to the world of LinkedIn. Don’t go with any 
unprofessional vacation/home/place/background photo. The best bet is to use a professional 
looking headshot. Depending on your profession and your future audience, you can also choose 
something friendlier and more casual but still looks still professional.  
 
Summary of your focal point could be the same as the summary on your resume, the summary 
on the LinkedIn profile really gives people like an opportunity to shine. This is the space to 
separate yourself from all the other IT technician.  
 
For example, let’s look at Burda’s summary, he has two summaries in total one short and one 
long. He used the advantage of the summary section to showcase his multimedia component 
via a slideshow. 
 



 
 
 



LinkedIn Connection the most important aspect of a LinkedIn profile is connecting to the people 
you know and the people you want to know. Most of the time you want to connect with people 
that they are in the same field as you). Connections so critical on LinkedIn because your primary 
connections help as introductions to the people they know to people and opportunities around 
the world and across industries. It’s not just the first-level connections that are critical. It’s the 
further connections you can make because of those people who know you.  
 
 
Customizing your URL ensure to makes it easy for people to find you by searching for your name. 
Otherwise, they’re left sifting through the hundreds of LinkedIn visitors who have names like yours 
when looking for you. Almost of all users have some mixture of name and numerous figures as a 
default URL. You want to abridge that to your first and last name if possible. If your ideal 
custom URL is already use by someone else then look for a notable combination of initials and 
last name, your middle name, special numbers or otherwise get more creative so that people 
will be able to find you easily. Aside from making you easy to find by other people who are 
looking for you, this also lets you to develop steadiness between social media such as Twitter, 
Facebook, Pinterest, and your blogs if you do have any. These are all places prospective 
employers are likely to visit trying to learn a little more about the person behind the profile. 
 
Headline is one of the most imperative helpings of your LinkedIn profile. Not only is it an 
outstanding place to include critical career minded keywords, but it will show up regularly 
throughout key LinkedIn locations such as: 

 Search Results 
 Connection Invitations 
 Employee Listings 
 Company Pages 
 Messages 

This the place where you can use some superlatives and inspired words to get attract attention. 
You want to keep it professional, but this is an important opportunity to make yourself 
notable. Don’t waste it. 
At its heart and soul, LinkedIn is another search engine. Whatever you choose to make your 
headline say, make it something searchable that will help people who are looking for the 
services you provide, or the skill set you bring to the table find you. 
 
Now let’s talk about LinkedIn recommendations a written statement of recommendation from one 
of your LinkedIn connections or history employer. A positive recommendation will add suggestively 
more credibility than an authorization because someone took the time to provide details about your 
works and accomplishments. 
“Recommendations from former managers and higher-level colleagues/clients tend to carry the 
most weight with hiring managers and recruiters. However, any positive recommendation can 
add significant depth and reliability to your profile.” 
 
 



Mistakes during adjust your LinkedIn profile. In a job hunt state, you always want the world to be 
able to find you. People with open positions are actively looking for candidates on LinkedIn, but you 
must be visible to get any achievement. Don’t make the mistake of turning on/off your privacy 
settings so that your connections aren’t able to find and view your profile. Make it accessible 
far and wide to get more range from your job search efforts. 

 
 


